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Mark’s Shifting Focus and Referrals to Astrologers and Psychics Dec. 2021 
 

I am shifting my focus towards the esoteric and spiritual growth branches of astrology as well as 
slowing down my practice to provide more dimension to my personal life. I plan to develop writings, 
consultations and possibly classes as I shift in this new direction. 
 

EXISTING CLIENTS: If you have had a consultation with me, then there are no changes. All ser-
vices are available to you. Plan for longer lead times due to travel, currently running 4-6 weeks out on 
scheduling. I see clients 2-3 days a week Monday-Thursday Pacific Time. I am no longer able to do “I 
need it right away” services. 
 

NEW CLIENTS:  I am no longer taking new clients. I shall continue to provide the free astrology 
forecasts below. I expect to add on the Seven Ray Esoteric Astrology consultation for new clients in 
June 2022- after the dust settles from this change of focus. See referrals to astrologers and intuitive 
consultants on the following pages. 
 

SACRED TRAVEL: I shall periodically offer small group travel to ancient, sacred 
sites. It is good for you, the group and the planet to meditate and do healing ceremo-
nies at sacred sites.  The trips are not offered from a financial profit motivation, alt-
hough I hope to get my expenses mostly covered if enough people join. I just enjoy trav-
eling with like-minded people who are self –maintaining. 
 

Next Trip: Turkey 2023   Details will come soon at   https://astromark.us/sacred-travel/ 
 
 
FREE ASTROLOGY FORECASTS  continue but shift towards esoteric & spiritual interpretations. 
 
 

 EMAIL  NEW & FULL MOON NEWSLETTER  (Register at Astromark.us )  
 

 QUARTERLY ASTROMARK NEWSLETTER  (https://astromark.us/newsletter.pdf)  
  Download at solstice and equinox from the website or linked in the email newsletter 
 

  MONTHLY FORECAST    https://astromark.us/astrology-forecasts/ 
 

 Free PDF document downloads  https://astromark.us/astrology-resources/   I plan to  
  eventually upgrade existing downloads and add new ones 
 
 
 

Thanks to all of you who have connected with me through consultations, lectures, articles, etc. You 
have helped me grow and be a better human being in so many ways.  
 

I am not leaving my service, just redirecting my energy to increase my focus to esoteric, 
metaphysical and spiritual growth activities.  
 

  I wish you abundant blessings and clarity in expressing your higher self in this life. 
 

 
Index:  Page 2: Mark’s booklist 
 Pages 3 & 4: Referrals to astrologers and psychics 

 
 



Books that have helped Mark Dodich 
 

 Basic Astrology for non-astrologers who want to know more: 

“Chart Interpretation Handbook” Stephen Arroyo; a quick and easy guide to give you more information on your chart 

“Complete Astrology” Alan Oken; a good overall guide to astrology with quick notes on your planets, signs, and houses 

“Spiritual Astrology” Spiller & McCoy; provides basic chart interpretations and soul purpose of prenatal eclipses 

“Planets in Transit” Robert  Hand; a classic reference for changing cycles in your chart. 

 Relationship, Spiritual & Relocation Astrology: 

“The Astrology of Human Relationships” Sakoian & Acker; shows how the planets interact between two charts. 

“Relationships & Life Cycles” Stephen Arroyo; a bit more involved reading but very good  

“Astrology for the Soul” Jan Spiller; works with the moon’s nodes relating to soul purpose 

“Karmic Astrology” by Martin Schulman; helps explain soul purpose using the moon’s nodes 

“Sabian Symbols” by either Dane Rudyhar or Marc Edmund Jones; provides esoteric symbols for each degree of the zodiac 
 (I use  them with your prenatal eclipses in the initial astrology consultation) 

“Interpreting Your Rays using Astrology” Mae R. Wilson-Ludlam (AFA 1981, out of print, great for esoteric 7 rays astrology) 

“Interpret Your Rays Through the Planets” Mae R. Wilson-Ludlam 

The Rays and the Initiations” by Alice A Bailey www.lucistrust.org 

“The Psychology of AstroCartoGraphy” Jim Lewis; a comprehensive book on your EARTHLINES maps 

“Astrolocality Astrology” Martin Davis; complex book on your EARTHLINES Maps (AstroCartoGraphy, Local Space, etc.) 

Cosmic Love by Jan Spiller, Spiritual Astrology by Jan Spiller 

 Topics for your spiritual growth and understanding: 

“Life & Teaching of the Masters of the Far East” Baird T. Spalding; a life changing series of books  

“The Kybalion” by Three Initiates; explains basic principles of the universe in a very logical way 

“The Key” and “That Which You are Seeking is Causing You to Seek”  ; C. Huberr, fun to read books on spiritual growth 

“The Keys of Enoch” JJ Hurtak; heavy reading but transformative 

Books by Alice Bailey, including “The Rays and The Initiations” ; difficult to read but worth the effort 

“Sirius” by M. Temple Richmond, about the star Sirius and how it relates to spiritual service 

“Money and Beyond” and audio tapes by Arnold Patent; a spiritual way of looking at prosperity  and quality of life 

 

Ascended Master, Archangel, and Violet Flame laminated photographs. Use these pictures on 
your meditation altar or anywhere you want to hold a higher presence in your life. See thumbnail pictures 
at Astromark.us, Click on Astrology Shop, then Astrology Products 

ASTROMARK PO Box 16267, Portland, OR 97292  
 

mark@astromark.us     503-252-1558 

Free Information pdf documents 
 

7 Rays Explained 
Free Astrology Primer 
Free Prosperity Guide 

Free State/City Zodiac Signs 
 

Download at Astromark.us 
Click topics tab 
.  
Register for bi-monthly email  
newsletter at 

www.astromark.us  

 

Sacred Travel to Turkey in 2023 
 

Visit ancient sites with like-
minded metaphysically ori-
ented friends.  
 

Transformative Pluto  
begins to move into Aquarius 
in 2023- a perfect energy to 
open to a larger view of hu-
manity. 

 

Details are coming to:   
 

 https://astromark.us/sacred-travel/ 



Here are some referrals to other astrologers and intuitive consultants.  
 

There are many different styles and specialties, so use discernment and your own intuition to determine  the 
best person for you. The referrals are to help you find a quality consultant; but, you must take responsibility 
for determining if their services and information is valid for you. 
 
Astrologers: 
 
( For AstroCartography maps) https://continuumacg.net/index.html   AstroCartoGraphy Maps and lo-
cation astrology. This website has qualified astrologers providing ACG maps.  My understanding is that some 
of the people on this website have retired. Try a search engine using the keywords: AstroCartoGraphy,  Loca-
tion Astrology, Relocation Astrology 
 

Lauren Balin 503-333-2931  balil53.lb@gmail.com 
Lauren provides Natal, Transits and Progressions, Relationship, and Past Life (Evolutionary Astrology) consul-
tations. She is an intuitive astrologer with decades of experience, a background in psychology and metaphys-
ics and is certified to do past life readings. As a teacher she taught classes at Portland School of Astrology, 
New Renaissance Book Store, and was a past President of the Oregon Astrology Association.   
 

Celestialtripp.com  Nancy Tripp  nancytripp2020@gmail.com   (253) 229-5838  (cell phone, please leave a 
message)  Nancy Tripp has been practicing astrology for over 20 years.  Her expertise is in individual interpre-
tation, helping people navigate life situations and the energies coming in that may affect their current and 
future life and reducing anxieties.  She is currently accepting new clients  
 

www.polarisbusinessguides.com     Madeline Gerwick, Polaris Business Guides, LLC , 
mgb@polarisbusinessguides.com,   Toll Free: 877-524-8300,  International: 360-474-1149,    Madeline pro-
vides business and personal consultations, plus custom timings for important activities (such as launching a 
web site, starting a company, signing an important contract, launching a new product, surgery or a wedding). 
She also provides a business and economic newsletter, The Good Timing Newsletter. And she provides The 
Good Timing Guide, so anyone can know when good and bad days occur.      

carolferrisastrology.com  Carol Ferris, M.A., practices astrology in Portland, Oregon, where she consults 
with clients; teaches and tutors; and writes.  She completed her Masters in Interdisciplinary Studies at 
Marylhurst University, Lake Oswego, Oregon, in 2013.  The title of her thesis, "The Sky's Body: Constellations 
and Medicine" reflects her ongoing interest in the nature-based medicine and governance thinking of ancient 
Near East and Chinese philosophers and astrologers.  For the past two years, Carol has been a regular pre-
senter at the Salome Institute, Portland OR, lecturing regularly on the work of Carl Jung – the Red Book and 
most recently, Jung's Black Books, and discussing Jung's astrological nature and work. 

eileengrimes.com  Eileen Grimes 206-816-0546  eileengrimesastrology@aol.com  Eileen provides a variety 
of astrological services and an internet radio show   jupiterrisingshow.com    
 
http://www.vedicsciences.com/  Dennis Flaherty, vedicsciences@vedicsciences.com  
Dennis was in the first wave of east-west astrologers in the 1980’s. He founded the NW Institute of Vedic As-
trologers 
 

 Nitai Mitchell www.breathandstars.com Nitai is a formally trained traditional astrologer with a prac-
tice of over 10 years. In her online sessions you will be invited to explore the natal potential of your chart as 
well as key dates and timelines to make the most of your energy. If you've been searching for a life with deep-
er meaning and purpose and a way to synthesize your inner passion with your work in the world, then a 
Breath & Stars Reading with Nitai is right for you.  
 

Starting summer 2022, I plan to open my Seven Soul Ray Esoteric Astrology consultation to everyone. 
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Referrals continues from previous page.  Use discernment to decide if they are for you and how 
you use the information they provide 
 
Other metaphysical services: 
 
Suzanne Jauchius   www.suzannejauchius.com    Suzanne is a long time and well known psychic 
based in the Portland, Oregon area. Check out her services and her book at the website.  
 
Bev Martin  http://www.bevmartin.com/ Landline: 503 640-0753  Intuitive Thinking partner, 
Coach and Medium.  Bev Martin is an intuitive and a skilled coach. Her combination of empathy, 
intuition  and passion for possibilities creates and enjoyable way for you to determine your next 
steps with ease 
 
John Skyrman    jskyrman@hotmail.com  https://www.facebook.com/johnskyrman   
 John is a long time west coast psychic and tarot reader 
 
Debbie Smith,  www.debbie-smith.net   253-265-6796 , debbie@debbie-smith.net  Spiritual Guid-
ance and Intuitive Services  
 
Sharón Lynn Wyeth, http://www.knowthename.com/    Email: info@knowthename.com 
Sharón interprets one's name utilizing Neimology®Science to reveal past experiences, future 
health concerns, unique personality traits including one's strengths and challenges, and even one's 
life purpose. Your name reveals how you think, feel and behave because each letter and it's place-
ment in regards to other letters holds the key to unlock one's true essence  
 
Elizabeth Joyce  https://new-visions.com/  , elizabeth@new-visions.com, 201-934-8986 - my 24 
hr answering service.  I do Western Astrology along with my psychic energies and Tarot to be very 
precise.  

Leslie Zemenek  https://bravelyalive.com |lesliez@bravelyalive.com 
 Hand Analyst, Karmic Astrologer and Life Purpose Guide  503-967-0517 | 503-381-7451   Are you 
ready to step bravely into your highest purpose? Your fingerprints and hands contain the map to 
your unique life purpose. My Karmic Astrology readings provide powerful insights on your life mis-
sion along with specific steps you can take to clear past life issues so you can move forward on 
your journey. Let me help you turn your dreams into reality. 
 
Ani Avedissian   www.aniavedissian.com  503-998-1237 mobile  pacific time; 503-582-0954 vm, 
Skype aniavedissian1 ;   Ani Avedissian was raised and trained in London, England, in her father's 
hotel which happened to double up as a safe house for various British intelligence and security 
services. Having honed her skills over many years in the service of many organizations, some be-
nevolent, some malevolent, she is an acknowledged specialist in home and property clearings and 
all things paranormal. To find out more about her:  Cosmic Ani, P. O. Box 714, Wilsonville OR 97070 
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